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In  this  short  note  I  resubmit  the  model  presented  in
vixra.org/abs/1002.0054 with some corrections.

The mass of the Higgs boson has an integer relation with a particle of
the model. 

In [1,2] Manasson applied dissipative chaos theory to particle physics, presenting a formula relating
the fine structure constant α with Feigenbaum constant δ:
a = (2pd2)-1

Following his schema we were led, assuming a principle of halving of the quantum number at every
bifurcation, to conjecture the existence of the “mark” and of the “supermark”, two particles with
spin ¼ and ⅛, respectively.

Proposed schema of particles

spin charge strong weak dim (s,t) mass

graviton 1 (1,0)

photon 1 2 (2,0)

electron ½ 1 4 (3,1) me = 0.511 MeV 

mark ¼ ½ 1 8 (6,2) me/4a = 17.5 MeV 

supermark ⅛ ¼ ½ 1 16 (12,4) me/(4a)^2 = 586.5 MeV 

At every bifurcation a new quantum number springs up, and previous quantum numbers are halved. 
The four quantum numbers are spin, electric charge, “strong charge” and “weak charge”.

It seems that the hypothetical dissipative nonlinear dynamical process underlying the production of 
particles creates also dimensions. The fabric of particles is the fabric of spacetimes. [3]

A spin zero graviton could live and be described in one dimension; the production of two photons 
from one graviton needs one more dimension, and permits the appearance of spin.

Next doubling is related with space-time as we know it: if we assume a quaternionic structure, time 
could be the real dimension and irreversibility of time could be in relation with non-commutativity 
of quaternions.

Next doubling produces an octonionic world : if we assume that the temporal dimension doubles, 
we have a real (linear) time and an imaginary (circular) time.

A “quaternion-valued time” is cited in “Quantum Mechanics and Gravity” by Mendel Sachs.
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Relations between masses of particles

As two electrons form a Cooper pair, four marks should be necessary to form a stable and saturated
configuration, a sort of Cooper quartet.

Eight supermarks, also, should be required to form a Cooper octet.

We observe the following relations between masses of particles and mass of the supermark:

W            136   =   17 x 8 

Z             152   =   19 x 8 

Top          288   =   36 x 8 

Higgs        424   =   53 x 8 

It can be noticed that 53 - 36 = 17 and 36 - 19 = 17

Moreover, it can be noticed that up and down quarks could be composed of 18 marks: perhaps 17 
and 18 are in relation with the stabler clusters of marks and supermarks. 

Neutrino masses

Thinking of neutrinos as composite particles [4], one can wonder why they are so light.
One explanation could be this: the mass of a particle could be not a scalar but a vectorial quantity
the dimension of which is in relation with the dimension of the space-time the particle lives in.
In the literature one can find the concept of “quaternionic mass”.

So the measured neutrino mass could be like the little projection on the real axis of a vector big in 
modulus.
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To Marilinda, my love.
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